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background: The Bioresorbable Vascular Stent (BVS) system compensates for its decreased radial strength by having thicker struts that 
can increase turbulent blood flow. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can describe the wall shear stress (WSS) at the distorted luminal 
interface of a deployed BVS and plaque.Herein, we describe a novel methodology for calculating patient specific WSS within a BVS 
deployed in a coronary artery using optical coherence tomography (OCT).
methods: 4D WSS of an artery was performed using OCT cross-sections obtained from a patient undergoing percutaneous coronary 
intervention. The developed methodology includes 4 key steps: 1) strut detection from the OCT image sequence; 2) automatic 
reconstruction of the strut pattern via shape-recognition algorithms; 3) reconstruction of the stent thickness via automatic shape 
registration; 4) patient specific velocity as the inlet.
results: CFD analysis of hemodynamics and device-flow interactions demonstrates that OCT-derived vessel and scaffold reconstruction 
can lead to high resolution mapping of the endoluminal WSS and flow streamlines with unprecedented accuracy. The figure demonstrates 
areas of low WSS around the struts with significant variability throughout systole and diastole.
Conclusion:  This work demonstrates the feasibility of using in-human deployed BVS scaffold geometry in CFD, which can be used to 
prospectively study the effect of regional strut level hemodynamics on healing of scaffolded coronary vessels.
 
